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Their forbidden love may get them both killed.

Bella is a red werewolf, sole survivor of the fire that killed her entire pack.

Devlyn is a beta male werewolf in a pack of grays.

Forced to flee her adopted gray pack when the alpha male becomes a vicious
threat, she struggles to live as a lone wolf, until Devlyn, the gray male who
rescued her as a pup, comes to bring her home.

When a local red werewolf goes on a killing spree, Bella and Devlyn must flee
the murderer, the police and their vengeful pack leader. With the full moon
rising, and her heat upon her, Bella can't resist the pull to her destined mate, even
if means Devlyn will have to face the wicked alpha male in a fight to the death...

A sizzling paranormal romance based on extensive research on how wolves live
and behave in the wild, creating a fascinating world of nature and fantasy.

Heart of the Wolf Series:
Heart of the Wolf (Book 1)
To Tempt the Wolf (Book 2)
Legend of the White Wolf (Book 3)
Seduced by the Wolf (Book 4)

Praise for USA Today bestseller Terry Spear:
"You will be turning pages well into the night." -Sandy Blair, author of A
Highlander For Christmas
"A fast-paced, sexy read with lots of twists and turns! A fascinating paranormal
world with a hot hero, a smart heroine and dark villains." -Nicole North, author
of Devil in a Kilt
"Warm and sexy; Terry Spear is a great new voice in the paranormal romance
genre." -Cathy Clamp, USA Today bestselling author
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Book 1 in Terry Spear's Heart of the Wolf series

Their forbidden love may get them both killed.

Bella is a red werewolf, sole survivor of the fire that killed her entire pack.

Devlyn is a beta male werewolf in a pack of grays.

Forced to flee her adopted gray pack when the alpha male becomes a vicious threat, she struggles to live as a
lone wolf, until Devlyn, the gray male who rescued her as a pup, comes to bring her home.

When a local red werewolf goes on a killing spree, Bella and Devlyn must flee the murderer, the police and
their vengeful pack leader. With the full moon rising, and her heat upon her, Bella can't resist the pull to her
destined mate, even if means Devlyn will have to face the wicked alpha male in a fight to the death...

A sizzling paranormal romance based on extensive research on how wolves live and behave in the wild,
creating a fascinating world of nature and fantasy.
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Praise for USA Today bestseller Terry Spear:
"You will be turning pages well into the night." -Sandy Blair, author of A Highlander For Christmas
"A fast-paced, sexy read with lots of twists and turns! A fascinating paranormal world with a hot hero, a
smart heroine and dark villains." -Nicole North, author of Devil in a Kilt
"Warm and sexy; Terry Spear is a great new voice in the paranormal romance genre." -Cathy Clamp, USA
Today bestselling author
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Editorial Review

From Publishers Weekly
Red werewolf Bella flees her adoptive pack of gray werewolves when the alpha male Volan tries forcibly to
claim her as his mate. Her real love, beta male Devlyn, has been out of her life for years, but comes after her
when she finds herself accidentally captured by humans. Bella becomes convinced that Devlyn only wants to
return her to Volan, but soon realizes that Devlyn loves her as much as she loves him, and is willing to fight
Volan to the death to claim her. That problem pales, however, as a pack of red werewolves takes to killing
human females in a crazed quest to claim Bella for their own. Bella and Devlyn must defeat the rogue
wolves before Devlyn's final confrontation with Volan. The vulpine couple's chemistry crackles off the page,
but the real strength of the book lies in Spear's depiction of pack power dynamics, as well as in the details of
human-wolf interaction. His wolf world feels at once palpable and even plausible. (Apr.)
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Review
"A solidly crafted werewolf story, this tale centers on pack problems in a refreshingly straightforward way.
The characters are well drawn and believable, which makes the contemporary plotline of love and life among
the lupus garou seem, well, realistic." -  The Romantic Times

"I highly recommend this book for anyone who loves a good paranormal, romantic suspense, and shape
shifter story!" -  Fallen Angel Reviews

" The characters were so well developed and the writing so superior that it felt real to me, my reactions were
as if I was a part of the story." -  The Romance Studio

"Ms. Spear adds enough creative twists to grab your attention and keep you reading." -  Bitten By Books

From the Back Cover
&?Warm and sexy; Terry Spear is a great new voice in the paranormal romance genre.&? -Cathy Clamp,
USA Today bestselling author&
&
&?You will be turning pages well into the night.&? -Sandy Blair, author of A Highlander For Christmas&
&
&?A fast-paced, sexy read with lots of twists and turns! A fascinating paranormal world with a hot hero, a
smart heroine and dark villains.&? -Nicole North, author of Devil in a Kilt &
&
Their forbidden love may get them both killed.&
&
Bella is a red werewolf, sole survivor of the fire that killed her entire pack. Forced to flee her adopted gray
pack when the alpha male becomes a vicious threat, she struggles to live as a lone wolf, until Devlyn, the
gray male who rescued her as a pup, comes to bring her home. His passion for her won&?t be denied, but
he&'s a beta, doomed to fight to the death if he so much as touches the alpha&'s choice of mate. &
&
When a local red werewolf goes on a killing spree, Bella and Devlyn must flee the murderer, the police and
their vengeful pack leader. But with the full moon rising, and her heat upon her, Bella can&?t resist the pull
to her destined mate&? &
&
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A sizzling paranormal romance based on extensive research on how wolves live and behave in the wild,
creating a fascinating world of nature and fantasy.&

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Dorothy Jaramillo:

The experience that you get from Heart of the Wolf will be the more deep you rooting the information that
hide in the words the more you get serious about reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to
recognise but Heart of the Wolf giving you buzz feeling of reading. The author conveys their point in certain
way that can be understood by means of anyone who read the idea because the author of this reserve is well-
known enough. This specific book also makes your vocabulary increase well. That makes it easy to
understand then can go to you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We advise you for having this
kind of Heart of the Wolf instantly.

Sarah Luis:

Typically the book Heart of the Wolf will bring one to the new experience of reading a book. The author
style to spell out the idea is very unique. If you try to find new book to learn, this book very appropriate to
you. The book Heart of the Wolf is much recommended to you to learn. You can also get the e-book in the
official web site, so you can quickly to read the book.

Jacqueline Morrison:

Reading can called imagination hangout, why? Because when you are reading a book especially book
entitled Heart of the Wolf your mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each and every
aspect that maybe unknown for but surely might be your mind friends. Imaging every word written in a book
then become one contact form conclusion and explanation which maybe you never get ahead of. The Heart
of the Wolf giving you a different experience more than blown away your thoughts but also giving you
useful details for your better life within this era. So now let us present to you the relaxing pattern at this point
is your body and mind is going to be pleased when you are finished examining it, like winning an activity.
Do you want to try this extraordinary paying spare time activity?

Donald Spada:

Is it a person who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day by watching television programs or
just lying on the bed? Do you need something new? This Heart of the Wolf can be the reply, oh how comes?
A fresh book you know. You are and so out of date, spending your spare time by reading in this fresh era is
common not a geek activity. So what these books have than the others?
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